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Enter the world of Geronimo Stilton, where another funny adventure is always right around the
corner. Each book is a fast-paced adventure with lively art and a unique format kids 7-10 will
loveWho Is Geronimo Stilton?That's me! I run a newspaper, but my true passion is writing tales
of adventure. Here on Mouse Island, my books are all best-sellers! What's that? You've never
read one? Well, my books are full of fun. They are whisker-licking good stories, and that's a
promise!The Mystery of the Great Cheese PyramidI'm off to Egypt! I climbed onboard a crabby
old camel that would take me across the desert to the Great Cheese Pyramid. There, among
mummies and hieroglyphics, I would learn the secret of the Seven Wonders of the Ancient
Mouse World....
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Tori Hadinger, “Loved these books growing up. Gifting my little sister this book for christmas
because I loved the series growing up and she's very into reading right now. It's in great
condition and got here fast.”

sunny, “Make kids love to read book. My son’s favoriteThis series make him love to read.He
finally grows out of this and now ready to read more 4th grades level”

Erilay, “Fun and engaging early chapter books. My daughter first discovered Geronimo Stilton
through her school's Scholastic Book Orders. It is sometimes difficult to find age appropriate
books for my above average reader who just completed first grade. These books are funny and
engaging. She goes through them pretty quickly, but there are many, many books in the series.
We bought extra copies of numbers 1 and 2 to give as birthday gifts.”

suzy, “love these book... I buy these for our 8 yr. old grandson, he loves them. We are now on
buying him # series books. He loves to get them. I just wish that all Geronimo Stilton books were
hard backs. he likes the hard back covers so much better. The # 4 in the series we have been
buying is just paper back. Good books for kids to read...”

Leavitt, “Good price, my son loves the book. My son loves all “Geronimo’s” books. Good price,
good purchase.”

Virna Sanchez, “The curse of the cheese pyramid. I loved this book, a new character appeared
but I didn’t like that it was way too short.I recommend it to anyone who likes trips and wierd
adventures!!!”

superior cynic, “Cute. Cute series and this book does not disappoint. Perfect for young readers.
3rd-5th”

Polar Bear Cork, “My 9 year old loves the Geronimo Stilton books. The stories and the beautiful
production of this series of books, translated from the original Italian are excellent at engaging
readers of many different levels. The characters are fun, and my daughter also enjoys their
humour, and the situations that are a mixture of 'real' and 'surreal'. So some life issues
addressed, whilst also in a fantasy world, very clever. The production with some images, but
playful changing of text fonts and colours etc.. makes it a text that draws the reader in very
quickly. I originally heard about this series from an italian friend, delighted they are now finding
their way into european english speaking world, having been available in North America for a
while already. The challenge is to keep up as she gets through them very quickly!”



Margaret, “The Curse of the Cheese Pyramid. It must be a wild imagination to think this one up
about the pyramids. Once again it is lovely to have the historical aspect in the book so that it is
not just a book but has interesting facts.”

rachel, “Fun Story. I bought this book for my 7 year old son.He enjoyed the story and found it
fun.He'd recommend it to children aged 5 - 7.”

pankaj sahu, “A very fantastic book because it contains suspence everytime. A fantastic book
with a funny start and a great endingI love and like this book so much that u can't believe .when I
read the first book of my favorite character geronimo Stilton I was like who have written this
book I want to meet the author of this series of this book that's it if I'll start writing the features I
loved in this book it will never end some thing like endless”

The book by Geronimo Stilton has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 555 people have provided feedback.
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